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Working from home is not the same as working in the office. 

Start a conversation 
in the blink of an eye

Instant

Only a single click
or keyboard shortcut

Effortless

Hear conversations between 
teammates, join in, or stay focused

Meaningful

Conversations are 
end-to-end encrypted

Secure

There are fundamental barriers to communication when humans aren’t 
physically close. These barriers impact your team and business in ways that 
threaten relationships, collaboration, culture and ultimately innovation.

They force us into impersonal and formally structured modes of communication. 
The result is endless chat threads and more meetings. In an office setting, these 
means of communication are actually secondary.

When working in an office together, we all prefer spontaneous interactions. We turn 
to our seat neighbor to ask for input, help or simply to find out about their weekend.

Frequent and personal interactions lead to high-performance, 
high-trust teams.

Pre-pandemic tools were never designed for this new reality.

Using Connect makes you part of the team again. Real 
interactions are more personal while requiring less effort. 
This means less time spent in meetings.

For Team Members

Video conferences are exhausting, unnatural 
and too frequent. 

Chat messages are impersonal, lengthy, and often 
tedious.

Working remote can leave you feeling isolated 
with no opportunity for spontaneous and personal 
interactions with your teammates.

For Managers

Using Connect makes it easy to have conversations with 
any combination of team members again in real-time. 
As a manager, you can choose to be passive, active, public 
or private with your team.

Time consuming, formal video conferences are 
currently the only way to have real-time interactions 
with your team. 

Chat messages are asynchronous and can be 
ineffective at communicating urgency.

Working remote can leave your team unsure of 
your availability should they need assistance.

Reduce time in meetings by 30% and improve team relations.

Connect is a software application that 
allows users to have audio-only 
conversations with team members 
spontaneously, as if they were in the same 
room together again.


